
 Responsibilities Chores Recreation Projects
(Not Committed)

Entrepreneurship
(Committed)

On Hold Contracting Work

Categories ·    Family ·    Family ·    Family
·    Fun

·    Fun
·    Work

·    Work
·    Fun

·    Work
·    Fun

·    Work

General If Liz says I need to do something,
it generally falls into this category
and is at the top of the list.

Things that need to get done for
the family, but which I’d rather
not do.

This can be pretty much anything I
want to do for fun. 

These are recreational projects
I’ve found seem to have some
potential to make money.  I want
to put more work into these and
see if I can turn them into
committed projects.
 
These may also simply be ideas
where I can’t do them by myself.
 

These are projects that I am
committed to seeing through to
the end, successful or not.

These are personal projects of any
kind that have been started, but
not finished for one reason or
another.  They are in this column
so I can return to them in the
future, if need be or I so choose.
 
I may choose to force myself to
write a paragraph explaining why
a project moved into this category
before putting it in here.  That will
help prevent cases where
something new and interesting
comes along that I want to focus
on.

This is work that I need to do to
get paid by clients and to be able
to pay for our bills.  I am currently
trying to get 30 billable hours a
week.

Examples ·    Doctor appointments for kids or
self

·    School events
Family meetings

·    Watching the kids for Liz
·    Scheduled blocks of time that

Liz or I have declared as being
concrete.

·    Cleaning
·    Dishes
·    Laundry
·    Yard / House work
·    Pulling weeds
·    Cat litter
·    Chicken coop cleaning
·    Watering plants
·    Making bed
·    Putting laundry away
·    Trash / Recycling
·    Feeding the cats

·    Dates with Liz
·    Playing with kids
·    Taking walks
·    Bike riding
·    Learning unicycle
·    Woodworking / building
·    Learning ukulele
·    Programming for fun /

experimenting with ideas
·    Learning something in general
·    TV with Liz and/or kids
·    Watching movies
·    Business ideas I want to

experiment with.

·    Government Tools (Chris L.)
·    Urate.it
·    Air powered RC car engine
·    Kitty Shitty Bang Bang

·      Klondike
·      Pan Slam
·      Respondin.gs

·      Supporting.us
·      TaskForce

·      Client Tasks

Notes / Thoughts I can sometimes be frustrated if I
don’t see the advantage or benefit
to taking care of this
responsibility.  For example,
attending a kindergarten class
event.

I’m pretty bad about cleaning.  I
wait until cleaning chores cannot
be put off any longer.  Often leads
my embarrassment when people
visit.

I often snap to no when the kids
ask me to play with them.  I need
to find a way to make time with
the kids more frequently.  For
example, think about the physical
and cogitative benefits to the
kids.  Think about things that
would help the kids learn or make
connections.  Things that would
help the kids make important
leaps (learning bike riding, for
example).

I have to remember that it’s ok to
write code and work on a project
while having no plans to ever
finish it.  For example, the
Klondike game started out in this
category.  If I get hooked I can
promote these to committed
projects.

These are projects that I will see
through to fruition.  Ideally this
would mean making the product
available for sale, but some
projects may fail for other reasons
(ala Supporting.us).

These are projects that have
failed.  For example, supporting.us
couldn’t process credit cards and
TaskForce wasn’t of interest to
hosting companies.

This is any paid contracting work
that Alagad lands and assigns to
me. 

Time of Day Daytime, afternoon, evening Daytime, afternoon Afternoons, evenings, weekends After contracting work is done for
the day, weekends

After contracting work is done for
the day, weekends

N/A Weekdays, occasional nights and
weekends.

My Mood Any Bored, energetic, grumpy, antsy,
angry

Happy, antsy, bored, energetic,
sad, curious, clear headed,
inspired, bored

Frustrated at consulting, clear
headed, enthusiastic, energetic,
curious, inspired, bored

Frustrated at consulting, clear
headed, enthusiastic, energetic,
curious, inspired, bored

N/A Any

Can Be Canceled, Delayed, or
Otherwise Put Off?

No Yes, but shouldn’t be. Yes, but I have to remember that
life’s not all about work and
responsibilities.

Yes.  This is pretty much the
lowest priority of anything I can
do.

Yes, but not forever. I have to
remember these are things I want
to complete so I can give up
consulting.

N/A No.  This is how I pay my bills and
keep my family clothed with a
roof over their head.

How can I convince myself to do
this?

Remember, these are most
important for a reason.  Family
comes first.

If I’m bored or grumpy, it makes
sense to put my headphones on
and clean, etc.  I’m burning energy
and will feel good about having
done something productive.

I have to remember that I have
fun with recreational activities.  I
like to toss the ball with Collin.  I
like to see Audrey ride her bike.  I
like to bike and unicycle.  These
are things I enjoy doing, and so I
should do them more often.

It’s OK to play with ideas and
experiment.  Just because I start
writing something doesn’t mean
I’m committing to trying to finish
it.  However, if I do get interested
in it, it needs to move to the
committed column and fall into
the priority list somewhere (but
not first).

I’m trying to get out of consulting
work.  I want to hit it rich on one
of these projects. This is currently
my retirement plan. This is
currently my college savings plan
for the kids.

N/A Pays for our house.  Pays for bills.
Pays for business expenses. Helps
cover payroll.  Keeps clients
happy.  Keeps me having a good
reputation in the programming
world.

 


